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UZAWA Kumi 

Japanese Senior Consultant  

Ms. Uzawa first graduated from a Japanese university and 

then pursued her study in Shanghai. In 1999, she graduated 

from Language and Literature Institute of Shanghai East 

China Normal University with Master of Arts, majoring in 

Chinese contemporary literature.  

Ms. Uzawa had been working in a Japanese company in charge of China related business, 

and was engaged in such work as products engineering and sale and client development 

and maintenance. Before being a member of Leezhao Law Office, Ms. Uzawa had been 

working in a large comprehensive law firm in Shanghai which focuses on foreign concerned 

legal affairs, and acted as a senior consultant responsible for liaison with key clients and 

translation of various legal documents at business department for a long term.   

Ms. Uzawa had passed the Chinese Translation Guide Examination held by Japan Ministry 

of Transport (i.e. the currently named Japan Ministry of Land and Transport) and obtained 

Chinese Guide License, which is the only qualification in the field of foreign language as 

duly recognized by Japanese government. Based upon a great amount of work, she has 

accumulated a wealth of working experience and translation skills, reached a senior level in 

the field of Chinese language along with Chinese-Japanese translation capacity, and had a 

good command of translation of various contracts, reports and legal opinions in relation to 

foreign invested enterprises.  

Based upon deep understanding of Japanese and Chinese society and culture, as well as 

responsible and diligent working attitude, Ms. Uzawa Is able to fully understand clients’ 

need quickly and endeavors to solve the problems for clients. She therefore, has gained 

deep trust from her clients, which include but are not limited to large-scale banks, domestic 

appliance manufacturing enterprises, well-known trading companies, leading chemical 

industry companies and Japanese background schools, etc.  

Ms. Uzawa is responsible for translation and examination of legal thesis published on 

several legal magazines as well as legal periodicals (monthly / weekly) issued to the clients 

by large law firms providing foreign related legal service. In addition, Ms. Uzawa has 

released several papers on well-known publications and books under the long-term 

engagement of Japanese famous publishers.  

Ms. Uzawa works as a bilingual consultant of Japanese and Chinese. 


